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Dashboard Overview
The new dashboard allows Super Admins to get a quick overview of the

platform usage by the users and teams. The new dashboard gives users all the

information needed to effectively assign resources and efficiently manage the

resources between teams. The new dashboard will provide key pointers and

real time statistics about the team's testing tasks on the platform.

Objective
This help document will give users an overview of what the different sections

and stats in the dashboard mean, and how they can effectively interpret and

use it for analysis to accelerate the testing efforts in users organization.

Prerequisites
● User must have a registered pCloudy account
● Super Admin privileges must be enabled for user
● Applicable only on Private Cloud

Top Bar

Once users login to the platform with Super Admin privileges, users will be directed to the
new dashboard, where the user will be able to view various statistics and data. On the top
bar users will see

● Total number of registered users on the platform and also the number of users
that are in pending status.

● The number of teams on the platforms
● Total number of android devices, iOS devices, and desktop browsers available

on the platform.
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Total number of sessions-:
First pie chart provides the information about the total number of sessions (both
Manual and Automation) performed on the platform. The default number will give  the
total number of sessions performed on devices from the beginning of use. However, users
can use different options to check the number of browser sessions based on teams for a
specific period using the calendar option available.

Total number of on-going testing
The second Pie Chart provides  information about the Total number of on-going testing
sessions that are taking place at the moment. They are segregated into Automation and
Manual Testing sessions for better understanding. users can choose between browsers,
devices and teams to view specific information on any ongoing browser or device sessions
scheduled at that particular moment.

Last 10 sessions that were performed
The third segment on the second row of the dashboard provides users detailed
information on the last 10 sessions that were performed. It gives users information
about the users, the device they used and also gives users information about the type of
session - manual or automation.

The most used devices and the least used devices on the
platform

The next two Pie charts give users information about the most used devices and the least
used devices on the platform. users can again choose the options and view this information
specific to a particular period for devices or browsers.

Note:Number of devices is configurable.
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Device Uptime

Uptime is the time for which the device has been running(in usable condition).
The percentage provides information on how long the device has been available to use on
the platform. For example, if a device was free and available to use for 90 minutes and was
offline or in use for 10 minutes in a total duration of 100 Minutes - The device uptime will be
90%, as it was available 90% of the time on the platform.

Please Note - The time of cleaning up a device once it is released though negligible is accounted for in the offline
device time on the platform.

Device/ Browser Usage

Device/ Browser Usage provides the users the list of devices on the devices listed in the
order of most used to least used devices on the platform. users can choose different options
to view the usage stats for a particular period and also view it for either devices or browsers.
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The Device Availability

The Device Availability section lists down all the devices on the platform and gives
information about the current status of each device. The pie chart on the side provides a
graphical representation of the number of devices that are available, busy, or offline. users
can alter this information by simply choosing the radio buttons in the section to view
information only for Android, iOS or both. users can even search for the specific device on
the platform by simply using the search bar in the section.

Teamwise Device Usage and the Type of Sessions run on the
platform

The last section on the dashboard provides information on the Teamwise Device Usage and
the Type of Sessions run on the platform.
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Teamwise Device Usage

The Teamwise Devices Usage lists the device usage based on the teams and usage, it gives
users the percentage of the device usage by teams. For example if a device is shared and
used by Team A for 30 mins, Team B for 20 mins and Team C for 10mins, then the
Percentage usage of that device by Team A will be 50%. users can draw meaningful insights
from the Teamwise Device Usage data by selecting a particular period and also searching
for a particular team or device to check the usage of that particular device amongst the
teams.

The Table on the Right gives users device level information based on the type of session
that was run. If a device was used to run manual testing for 70 minutes and 30 minutes for
automation runs totaling to a 100 minutes of device usage on the platform. Then the

percentage of the device used for manual and automation testing will be 70% and 30%
respectively. Users have the option to select a date range to alter the data and check the
usage between the desired period.


